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Chief of Forecast Branch, Weather
Pretoria.

N 13 January 1772 Captains
Marion Dufresne and Crozet,
the French navigators, who
were on their way from the
Cape
of Good
Hope
to
the
Philippines in the ships Marquis de
Castris and Le Mascarin, discovered the
group of two islands in the Southern
Ocean now known as the Prince Edward
Islands. At first it was thought that the
great Southern Continent, whose existence had been forecast by scientists of
that time, had at last been discovered,
and the new land was named "Terre
d'Esperance".
However, when the
weather improved it became clear that
the land consisted of two islands
separated by a channel about twelve
miles wide. The smaller was named
"L'Ile de la Caverne" and for five days
attempts at a landing were made but
defeated by the wind, the seas and the
damage to one of the ships resulting
from a collision. Without setting foot
on either of the islands they had discovered, Dufresne and Crozet sailed
away.
The Captains must have been singularly unimpressed by their discovery, for
the islands were shown without name
on the chart of the Southern Ocean MARION
which Captain Crozet sent to Captain
Cook in 1775 before he sailed from
Plymouth on his tbird voyage of discovery. On 12 December 1776 Captain
Cook, in the Resolution accompanied by
the Discovery, came upon the islands.
Although no landing was made he
named the larger Marion Island to
commemorate Captain Dufresne; the
smaller and more northerly island he
called Prince Edward Island, after the
fourth son of George III.
Captain
Crozet was remembered by having his
name given to the group of four islands
between nine and ten degrees further
east.
Captain Cook met his death in
Hawaii during this voyage, but the
Resolution and Discovery, after an
absence from England of more than
four years, brought back news of the
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potential wealth in fur-seals, oil and
bird life of the islands in the Southern
Ocean, and it was not long before expeditions sailed from Europe for their
commercial exploitation. It is known
that both islands were occupied by
sealers in 1802, and a date chiselled on
the rocky wall of a cave on Prince
Edward Island provides evidence of the
occupation of this island in 1805. The
sealing expeditions, however, left few
records of their activities since information about their operations might have
been of value to competitors in the rich
sealing industry and was therefore kept
secret.
The discovery of the Antarctic continent in 1820 opened up a new sphere
of interest for explorers and few paid
any attention to the desolate and inhospitable islands in the stormy waters
north of the pack ice. In the years 1839
to 1843 Sir James Clark Ross, with the
ships Erebus and Terror, circumnavigated the Antarctic continent, and in
the course of this voyage he included a
visit to the Prince Edward Islands in
1840, but once again the stormy weather
made a landing impossible. The map
of Marion Island shows that this visit
has been commemorated in the names

of the south-westerly and south-easterly
points of the island. Cape Crozier has
been named after Captain Crozier in
the Terror and Cape Hooker after Sir
Joseph Hooker, the eminent naturalist,
who was the botanist with the
expedition.
Until quite recently almost all our
scientific knowledge of the islands was
that recorded by the party of scientists
which went ashore for a few hours on
26 December 1873 from the oceanographic survey ship, H.M.S. Challenger.
Under the command of the cartographer Captain G. S. Nares, this ship
made a voyage round the world and
was the first steam vessel to cross the
Antarctic circle. While off the Prince
Edward Islands numerous soundings
were made and a chart of the islands'
coastline was compiled. Until 1948 it
was the only available chart of the
islands and of the seas beyond their
shores.
The Challenger's party, which went
ashore for a few hours, included some
distinguished scientists. Among them
was Charles Darwin, author of The
Origin of Species. Another was H. N.
Mosely, who was a pioneer in the study
of the animals and plants of islands and

possessed \\1th Darwin the great gift
of accurate observation.
During the years between the visit of
H.M.S. Challenger and 1948 not many
ships sighted the islands and only
occasional landings were made. Among
those of more than passing interest are:
The visit of the S.S. Wakefield in 1910
in search of survivors of the lost Australian liner Waratah,
whic:, had
vanish~d on a voyage between Durban
and Cape Town in July 1909; the visit
of the S.S. Deucalion in 1929 when
searching for the Danish training ship
Kobenhavn,
which had disappeared
after leaving the River Plate bound for
Australia; the visit of H.M.S, Neptune
in October 1940 in search of allied
prisoners of war thought to have been
landed on the islands by German
raiders. It is more than likely that one
of the German raiders "16", "33" and
"45", known to have operated in the
Southern Indian Ocean in 1941, using
Des de Kerguelen as a base, also visited
the islands.
The treacherous waters and uncertain weather of the Prince Edward
Islands have caused the loss of at least
four ships. There was the brig Richard
Dart, bound for New Zealand, ",,·hich
ran aground on Prince Edward Island
on 19 June 1949 with a complement of
63, of whom 52 were lost. The eleven
survivors spent 72 days on the island.
Then there was the barque Maria; her
anchors parted in a gale on 17 May
1857 and she was lost off Prince Edward
Island. Her complement of 28 spent
seven months as castaways before being
rescued. Perhaps the best-known wreck
is that of the sealing steamer Solglil1/St,
which struck a pinnacle of rock off
Marion Island and sank in Ship Cove
on 16 October 1908. Her crew of 70
men were all saved and were rescued
after spending only a month on the
island.
The last in this list is the
schooner Seabird, which dragged her
anchor in a gale end struck a rock off
Prince Edward Island on 21 October
1912. Capt. Hystad and 19 of her crew
of 21 men were found by the whalecatcher TW I sent to search for them
six months later. Some were found
living as castaways on Prince Edward
Island, while others on Marion Island
were at work on a 25-foot boat, left by
the crew of the Solglin/St, when the
rescue ship arrived.
With primitive
tools and wood from the huts in Ship
Cove, Captain Hystad hoped to make
this boat seaworthy for a voyage to
Cape Town to bring help to his men.
These are perhaps the highlights in the
islands' history until the decision, in
consultation with the British Govern-

ment, that the Prince Edward Islands
should be formally annexed and occupied by the Union of South Africa.
Instructions to put this decision into
effect were issued by the Prime' Minister,
Field Marshal J. C. Smuts, on 17 December 1947, and, at 11 a.m. on Sunday,
21 December, Lt.-Cmdr. J. Fairbairn,
in command of the frigate Transvaal,
put to sea from Cape Town with sealed
orders. It was not until the ship had
been at sea for an hour that those on
board were informed that his instructions were to proceed to and annex
Prince Edward Island and Marion
Island in the name of the Union of
South Africa.
To those ashore the sudden departure
of the ship shortly before Christmas was
unexplained and mysterious. The ship's
company had been suddenly recalled
from leave; stores and fuel had been
hurriedly replenished
in quantities
which suggested a long voyage. Finally
a number of Army and Air Force
officers and a civilian (the writer)
boarded the ship shortly before her departure. As no official statement could
be obtained, a number of most ingenious theories emerged in contemporary newspapers.
In one it was
explained that an urgent need had
arisen for communication between the
Antarctic and the Union and that this
necessitated the erection of a powerful
short-wave radio-transmitter
on Ker-

guelen Island, operating on a secret
frequency. Another theory was that
.the Russian whaling-fleet was laying
claim to floating whales killed and
filled with compressed air by a South
African company.
Nearer the mark
was the theory that South Africa was
laying claim to and planting her flag in
part of the Antarctic.
Later the departure of the frigate was
correctly associated with the new, prefabricated huts consigned from the
Mint in Pretoria by special goods train
and addressed to "Met. Officer, Snoektown, Table Bay Docks". However, it
was not until 3 January 1948 that the
identity of "Snoektown" and the nature
of the "Top Secret" operation were
revealed, and then they were made
known not through an official announcement but through one of those inexplicable processes by which official
secrets are sometimes unravelled.
The rugged coastline of Prince
Edward Island was first seen from
Transvaal at daybreak on Christmas
Day under an overcast sky in a freshening westerly wind which soon increased
to a gale. The ship was hove to and it
was not until 28 December that the
weather had improved sufficiently for
the ship again to approach the islands.
During the intervening period Transvaal
had cruised slowly into wind which remained at gale force practically all the
time.

On the morning of 28 December a
course was steered between the islands
from West to East, and the northern
coast of Marion Island was examined
for a possible landing-place.
Along
this coast the most prominent landmark
is Boot Rock, which rises abruptly
from the sea to a height of more than
200 feet and derives its name from its
resemblance to a Wellington boot.
Another gale ended the search for a
landing-place and when it was resumed
on the following day a sheltered cove
to the east of the charted landing-place
was selected and the ship anchored
about a mile off shore.
A boat was lowered and the captain
and a party drawn from the ship's company went ashore, hoisted the Union
Flag, and deposited the annexation
document in a brass cylinder at the
base of the flagpole. Before this the
deed of sovereignty had been read by
Lt.-Cmdr. Fairbairn in the presence of
the landing party and an audience of
sea elephants and inquisitive penguins
who had come to see their new neighbours. A similar ceremony was held on
Prince Edward Island on 4 January
1948.
A first impression on landing on
Marion Island is of its utter desolation.
Looking eastwards from a point a
mile from the Weather Office
[Photo: R. Skawran

There are no trees or shrubs of any
kind and the feeling of desolation is
enhanced by the jagged coastline of
rocky cliffs eroded into grotesque
shapes by the sea and \\lind. Sir Joseph
Hooker, in a memoir on the botany of
Kerguelen Island, the Prince Edward
Islands and the Crozets, described them
as individually and collectively the most
barren tracts of the globe, excepting
only those which lie within the Antarctic
Circle itself. He wrote: "No land even
within the North Polar area presents so
impoverished a vegetation."
Marion Island lies within the "Roaring Forties", the name given by mariners
to the region south of 40 degrees South
in the' Southern Hemisphere where the
westerly winds prevail. This is one of
the most boisterous regions on earth
and although the shipping route from
Cape Town to Melbourne is shortened
by no less than 1,500 miles by going to
55 degrees South instead of following
the 38th Parallel, there are few masters
who do not follow the advice given in
the Australian Directory at the end of
the last century.
This reads: "The

steadiness and comparative moderate
strength of the wind, combined with
smoother seas and more genial climate,
compensate by comfort and security
the time presumed to be saved by the
shorter route made in tempestuous
gales, the sudden violent and fitful shifts
of the wind accompanied by hail and
snow and the terrific irregular winds
which have been frequently encountered
in the higher latitudes."
In this inhospitable environment it
it perhaps not surprising that the vegetation is so poor, but, apart from the
climatic conditions, what appears at
first sight to be fertile soil on the lower
slopes of the island consists, in reality,
of waterlogged and fibrous vegetable
matter very like peat.
In places it
reaches a depth of ten to fifteen feet,
and walking over it is tiring as well as
dangerous, for there is always a risk of
sinking down through it as in quicksand.
The vegetation which this "soil"
supports, consists of tough grasses,
mosses and small ferns.
Above an
altitude of 2,000 feet this deteriorates

still further to small ferns, patches of
moss and lichen.
The Kerguelen
cabbage is found on the island but is
not so abundant as on Kerguelen.
The islands are volcanic and rise to
a considerable height-Marion
to 3,890
feet and Prince Edward Island to about
2,400 feet.
Geologically they are
young. All samples which have been
examined have been identified as
volcanic rocks in which the constituent
minerals are fresh and show no signs of
weathering.
Marion Island is the breeding place
of four different kinds of penguin. King
Penguins abound on beaches all around
the island and congregate in rookeries
consisting sometimes of several hundred
thousand birds and, in one case, an
estimated two million. The continual
squawking from these large numbers of
birds is audible as an incessant hum at
a distance of several miles. The Macaronis also live in large rookeries but
inhabit higher ground than the King
Penguins do.
Rockhopper Penguins
live in small rookeries of a few pairs

Gunner's Point, Marion Island, showing the Scotch cranes and the retractable landing stage and gangway
[Photo: P. W. D.

only and nest under large rocks or in
small caves. Finally the Gentoo Penguins nest well inland on grassy hummocks exposed to the full fury of the
winter gales.
Among the penguins,
living on the grubs and lice which breed
in the filthy mud, are Sheath bills or
Paddies.
In summer the foothiIls of the islands
are dotted with thousands of the large,
white Wandering Albatross or Goney,
which are then nesting. The male bird
attains a wingspan of about II feet and
is the largest of all flying seabirds. Its
graceful and effortless flight is a delight
to watch as it sweeps, soars or glides
in the wake of a ship. Albatrosses
breed only on remote islands in the
So'uthem Hemisphere south of Latitude 30°. Marion Island and Tristan da
Cunha are two of these islands.
A
single egg is laid between December
and February in a nest raised 12 to 18
inches above the ground and made up
of tufts of grass, moss and earth,
beaten and packed together. The egg
takes 11 weeks to hatch and the young
bird stays in the nest for eight or nine
months on its own, except for periodical
visits from the parent bird which keeps
it fed. In addition to the Wandering
Albatross, the Sooty Albatross is found
about the cliffs and higher mountainslopes of the island.
Altogether 20 species of birds on
Marion Island have been identified
from skins brought back by Mr. A. B.
Crawford. Among these is the Skua,
which has the alarming habit of swooping down as though making a divebombing attack, but it is probably only
satisfying its natural and rather highly
developed curiosity.
With the Giant
Petrel, "Nellie" or "Stinker", they are
the natural enemies of the penguins and
albatrosses whose eggs and chicks have
. constantly to be proteCted from them.
Sea elephants are plenti'ful on 'the
islands. These are ungainly amphibians
whose weight may be as much as three
tons. The length of a full-grown male
may be 20 feet. They spend the winter
at sea and the females return to the
island to calve in the spring. Later the
cows collect in groups of as many as
80 to await the arrival of the bulls.
Frequently there is bitter fighting
between the bulls for possession of the
harems.
In these engagements they
stand almost erect and with a great
roaring drive their tusks into each other.
Their thick hides are tom open and
blood flows freely in fights which may
last an hour until one of the contestants
retires exhausted into the sea to wash
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There are no trees or shrubs of any
kind and the feeling of desolation is
enhanced by the jagged coastline of
rocky cliffs eroded into grotesque
shapes by the sea and wind. Sir Joseph
Hooker, in a memoir on the botany of
Kerguelen Island, the Prince Edward
Islands and the Crozets, described them
as individually and collectively the most
barren tracts of the globe, excepting
only those which lie within the Antarctic
Circle itself. He wrote: "No land even
within the North Polar area presents so
impoverished a vegetation."
Marion Island lies within the "Roaring Forties", the name given by mariners
to the region south of 40 degrees South
in the -Southern Hemisphere where the
westerly winds prevail. This is one of
the most boisterous regions on earth
and although the shipping route from
Cape Town to Melbourne is shortened
by no less than 1,500 miles by going to
55 degrees South instead of following
the 38th Parallel, there are few masters
who do not follow the advice given in
the Australian Directory at the end of
the last century.
This reads: "The

steadiness and comparative moderate
strength of the wind, combined with
smoother seas and more genial climate,
compensate by comfort and security
the time presumed to be saved by the
shorter route made in tempestuous
gales, the sudden violent and fitful shifts
of the wind accompanied by hail and
snow and the terrific irregular winds
which have been frequently encountered
in the higher latitudes."
In this inhospitable environment it
it perhaps not surprising that the vegetation is so poor, but, apart from the
climatic conditions, what appears at
first sight to be fertile soil on the lower
slopes of the island consists, in reality,
of waterlogged and fibrous vegetable
matter very like peat.
In places it
reaches a depth of ten to fifteen feet,
and walking over it is tiring as well as
dangerous, for there is always a risk of
sinking down through it as in quicksand.
The vegetation which this "soil"
supports, consists of tough grasses,
mosses and small ferns.
Above an
altitude of 2,000 feet this deteriorates

still further to small ferns, patches of
moss and lichen.
The Kerguelen
cabbage is found on the island but is
not so abundant as on Kerguelen.
The islands are volcanic and rise to
a considerable height-Marion to 3,890
feet and Prince Edward Island to about
2,400 feet.
Geologically they are
young. All samples which have been
examined have been identified as
volcanic rocks in which the constituent
minerals are fresh and show no signs of
weathering.
Marion Island is the breeding place
of four different kinds of penguin. King
Penguins abound on beaches all around
the island and congregate in rookeries
consisting sometimes of several hundred
thousand birds and, in one case, an
estimated two million. The continual
squawking from these large numbers of
birds is audible as an incessant hum at
a distance of several miles. The Macaronis also live in large rookeries but
inhabit higher ground than the King
Penguins do.
Rockhopper Penguins
live in small rookeries of a few pairs
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only and nest under large rocks or i:::l
small caves. Finally the Gentoo ~<:guins nest well inland on grassy hu::r
mocks exposed to the full fury of De
winter gales.
Among the pengui.;lS-.
living on the grubs and lice which br~.j
in the filthy mud, are Sheath bills 0r
Paddies.
In summer the foothills of the islan.:.s
are dotted with thousands of the I~"e,
white Wandering Albatross or Gon~y.
which are then nesting. The male l:-:"'-d
attains a wingspan of about 11 feet and
is the largest of all flying seabirds. I:s
graceful and effortless flight is a delight
to watch as it sweeps, soars or gJij~
in the wake of a ship. AlbatroS-.'<:.5
breed only on remote islands in the
So'uthern Hemisphere south of Latitude 30°. Marion Island and Tristan da
Cunha are two of these islands. A
single egg is laid between December
and February in a nest raised 12 to IS
inches above the ground and made up
of tufts of grass, moss and earth,
beaten and packed together. The egg
takes 11 weeks to hatch and the young
bird stays in the nest for eight or nine
months on its own, except for periodid
visits from the parent bird which keeps
it fed. In addition to the Wandering
Albatross, the Sooty Albatross is found
about the cliffs and higher mountainslopes of the island.

Altogether 20 species of birds on
Marion Island have been identified
from skins brought back by Mr. A. B.
Crawford. Among these is the Skua,
which has the alarming habit of swooping down as though making a di"ebombing attack, but it is probably only
satisfying its natural and rather highly
developed curiosity.
With the Giant
Petrel, "Nellie" or "Stinker", they are
the natural enemies of the penguins and
albatrosses whose eggs and chicks have
. constantly to be protected from them.
Sea elephants are plenti'ful on 'the
islands. These are ungainly amphibians
whose weight may be as much as three
tons. The length of a full-grown male
may be 20 feet. They spend the winter
at sea and the females return to the
island to calve in the spring. Later the
cows collect in groups of as many as
80 to await the arrival of the bulls.
Frequently there is bitter fighting
between the bulls for possession of the
harems.
In these engagements they
stand almost erect and with a great
roaring drive their tusks into each other.
Their thick hides are torn open and
blood flows freely in fights which may
last an hour until one of the contestants
retires exhausted into the sea to wash
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present party (June 1953) have, however, been more successful with rod
and line than their predecessors.
The only land mammals which have
been found on Marion Island are mice.
They thrive on the scanty vegetation of
the island and have their nests in holes
in the ground. Although they were not
seen, their existence was suspected by
the party of naturalists which went
ashore in 1873 when the Challenger
visited the islands. No doubt they were
introduced by the sealers of the last
century.
Transvaal remained in the vicinity of
these islands until 5 January 1948, when
Kerguelen cabbage
[Photo: R. Skawran

An Albatross nesting on Marion
Island
[Photo: J. A. King

his gaping wounds. With a mighty bellow the victor leaves the scene of his
triumph and takes possession of the
harem. The vanquished bull returns to
the island to end his days in one of the
small ponds on the coastal plateau.
Among the periodical visitors to the
islands are the Leopard Seals, which
have a snake-like head and a number
of irregularly-spaced, dark spots on the
grey body, and Killer Whales. These
are like huge sharks and the most
feared of all creatures in the Antarctic.
They hunt in packs and live on seals
and penguins.
Attempts at fishing on Marion
Island have met with little success,
though the waters must abound with
fish life to support the millions of birds
which live there.
Members of the

the return passage began after landing
a party of occupation on the previous
day. This party consisted of twelve
officers and men who were left encamped
on Gunner's Point-a
rocky promontory above Transvaal Cove where
they had been landed. Although this
site is exposed to the full fury of the
gales on Marion Island, it was selected
as a camping site as it was the only
firm ground within practicable access
of the landing-place. Since the landing
of this party on 4 January 1948 Marion
Island has been continuously occupied.
(To be concluded)

